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While not the most complicated recipe it will definitely take some
skill and kitchen confidence! Tenderloin is an expensive cut of meat
with a narrow window for ideal cooking temperatures, so it takes
some chops to nail it! Good thing you’ve cut your teeth on some of
our other recipes eh Chef? Filet mignon is the center cut portion of
the tenderloin, and while the debate goes on as to what the BEST
cut of beef is, there is little debate that the most prestigious can only
be filet mignon. 

This recipe reflects my time working the grill station at a steak
centric restaurant in Ontario’s Niagara Wine Region. Beef tenderloin
crusted in sharp mustard, rolled in crushed peppers, Fat Sparrow’s
Gunpowder Chili Rub in this case, and wrapped in the loving
embrace of bacon. Topped with a blue cheese gratin and served
alongside simple baked potatoes and the original “tableside” version
of Caesar salad, this recipe oozes old school style and delivers
timeless taste. 

To start, get all the “non-grilling” parts of the meal underway before
you head to the grill. Tenderloin hits its perfect mark for a fleeting
moment so no distractions. Next,  build the salad and its dressing at
the table when your companions are seated (I highly recommend
watching our helpful instruction video for this prior to making it).
Preparing and serving it the traditional way in front of your guests is
fun, festive and tastes even better.

At Fat Sparrow Great Food Matters! 

Filet Mignon
 

Beef Tenders
Side Bacon
FS Hot Grainy
Mustard
FS Gunpowder
Chili Rub 
Blue Cheese
Butter
Breadcrumbs

COOKING TIME:  01 H 45 M

BBQ

Spoon 

Knife 

Cutting Board 

Plate 

Head Romaine
Anchovies
Garlic Cloves
Olive oil
Eggs
Lemon
Kosher Salt
Black Pepper 
Russet Potatoes
Parmesan Cheese

WHAT'S IN YOUR MEAL KIT?

All our Meal Kits are prepared fresh to order
from locally sourced ingredients 

SKILL LEVEL: HEAD CHEF

Large Mixing Bowl

(wooden ideally)

Fork 

Tin Foil 

Tongs 

Grater/Zester 

From Chef Nick!

 PREHEAT BBQ: HIGH   

Watch Chef Nick prepare this meal! Go to fatsparrowgroup.com/videos



Cooking tip*

Place the foil wrapped potatoes on the top rack of your preheated BBQ. These
will take roughly 40 minutes to cook. To check they are done test them with a
knife (the knife should slide out easily when fully cooked). 

POTATOES: Using a fork stab potatoes a few times. Toss with ¼ of the olive
oil and salt to taste. Wrap in squares of tin foil and set aside. 

BUTTER: Leave out at room temperature to soften. 

GREEN ONIONS: Cut into thin rounds and set aside.

EGGS: Separate the egg into yolk and white using your fingers or the egg
shell and set aside.

LEMON: Juice and zest the lemon, keeping the two separate and set aside.
ROMAINE: Tear into large pieces using your hands.  

CAESAR: Place all the salad ingredients in small bowls and have on standby
for tableside assembly. Lemon juice, salt, garlic clove, anchovy, parmesan
cheese, egg yolk, 1 tsp hot mustard, olive oil, romaine lettuce.
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READY TO COOK

MISE EN PLACE French for "put in place" a term chefs use to describe the prep we do before turning on the gas

Next, prepare the steaks. Do so by brushing the outer edge with the mustard
and the roll that in the Gunpowder Chili. Wrap the bacon around each and
using a toothpick secure the bacon, seasoning the whole with salt and olive oil.
Set aside at room temperature. This can be done well in advance if preferred.

For the blue cheese gratin, combine the blue cheese, 1/2 the softened butter,
breadcrumbs, lemon zest and salt to taste. Mix well with a spoon and set
aside.

If making the salad tableside, the salad ingredients are ready and the potatoes
are cooked, you're ready to grill! Set the steaks on the grill on the surface NOT
wrapped in bacon. Grill 3-4 minutes per side, with a twist at the half mark on
both sides to achieve the desired crosshatch grill marks. Tenderloins cooked to
rare/medium-rare (51-55°C) are best as this is the perfect temperature for this
tender, lean cut. Cook to medium (60°C), but no more. Before hitting these
temperatures, add a spoonful of the blue cheese mixture to the top of each
steak, close the lid of the BBQ and allow a few minutes to brown. Be mindful
this timing in your cook time as it adds to the doneness of the beef. Otherwise
your steak will be overcooked.  

With steaks resting off the grill and dinner companions seated, you're ready to
make Caesar salad. Add the garlic clove and salt to base of the mixing bowl
(traditionally wood), use the tines of the fork to crush the garlic (the salt will
help as an abrasive). Once the garlic begins to breakdown add the anchovy
fillets and continue to use the fork to break ingredients down. Once sufficiently
“mashed,” incorporate the mustard and egg yolk. Slowly drizzle in the olive oil
while continuing to “whisk” with the fork. Alternate lemon juice and olive oil
until both ingredients are used. Add the parmesan cheese, romaine lettuce and
toss to fully coat the lettuce. Give it a taste and add more salt or pepper if
desired. 

Allow your dinner companions to assemble their own baked potatoes, serve up
the salad and steaks and enjoy this most classic of special occasion meals! 


